
DAILY 

French 

This is a great YouTube channel! It is completely free and jam-packed full of videos to help you learn 

French. 

Mr Innes uploads a new video daily (Monday to Friday) This week we will look at: 

Monday – French face parts: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A7-GC0j-dvU 

Tuesday – French bakery words - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDKBRl377us&t=60s 

Wednesday – French more colours - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MgqrQDQogvw 

Thursday – French weather  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkatDR7XTCE 

Friday – French more weather https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FF5UCFr39eE  

Extension: After you have watched the video and learned some new words and phrases, make a picture 

about the topic you chose and label it with your new French words and phrases and their English 

translations, or you could make a word search or crossword using your new French words? 

 

PE 

If you fancy something a bit different to Joe Wicks, follow the link below to a time table of links to 

activities to encourage you to move, play and be challenged. Just click on the part of the time table you 

wish to try each day. 

https://lancashireschoolgames.co.uk/year-3-6-spar-lancashire-school-game... 

Joe Wicks - Body Coach is still going to be live at 9am each weekday morning. He will continue to do a 30 

minute PE session.  

https://www.youtube.com/user/thebodycoach1 

Monday and Tuesday - Geography – UK rivers 

Today we will learn about rivers in the United Kingdom (UK). 

This week you will investigate rivers in the UK! (We will look at rivers local to us next week.) Remember 

all the vocabulary you have learned so far and try to use it when discussing the rivers with your family. 

(source, meanders, oxbow lake, tributaries, delta, estuary, mouth). This session will take a couple of 

lessons to complete to a good standard. 

Questions to discuss with your family that will help your thinking e.g. 
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 Where are the key rivers in the UK? 

 What are their names? 

 What are they like?  

 How long?  

 How wide? 

  How much water? 

 Which is the longest river in the world? Which is the biggest? (There is a difference!) 

Choose a river, e.g Thames, and look it up on Google maps 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/River+Thames/@51.5691446,-

1.7302372,8z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x4876bbf89bbb8507:0x9df0a1a42cce12a2!8m2!3d51.5631

569!4d-0.6943111 or Google Earth: https://earth.google.com/web/  e.g. type “river Thames” into the 

search area on Google Earth. Zoom in on it.  

• Can you find the mouth?  

• Can you follow it back to its source?  

• Can you identify meanders?  

• Can you spot an oxbow lake or identify places where it looks like it might create an oxbow lake?  

• Can you see its tributaries? 

• Can you spot a delta? 

You are going to create a holiday brochure advertising a holiday on your river. 

In it should be: 

• The names of some of the counties, cities, towns or villages your river runs through. 

• What might you see as you travel along your river? 

• Try to include drawings and/or pictures with captions, maps and facts. 

Extension:  Choose one more river and compare them both. Discuss the similarities and differences 

between the rivers on your final page or section of your work and state which one you think would be 

the best one to visit and why. 

Videos to help: 
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The river Severn from source to estuary  - This video is really good for viewing the featires of rivers 

already discussed in previous lessons, but will need pausing in places to discuss and ensure 

understanding of some of the language used. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=_M48ANM3hAQ&feature=emb_logo  

Websites to help: 

This has a list of rivers and links to pages about specific UK rivers including the Severn, Thames and 

Trent: http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/rivers/UK.htm 

This has facts about the river Thames: https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/river-thames 

 

Wednesday - ART – Seurat and pointillism 

Seurat often painted river and seascapes. Look at his painting here: 

https://www.itravelwithart.com/georges-pierre-seurat/  This painting is called La Seine à la Grande-Jatte 

(The river Seine at the Grande-Jatte) la Grande-Jatte is an island in the river Seine, a river in France.  

He uses a technique called pointillism. This is when you use dots of colour to create a picture. The 

colours used should be red, yellow, blue, black and white. The dots of colour become blended to the 

viewer’s eye. Pointillism uses the science of optics to create colours from many small dots placed so 

close to each other that they blur into an image to the eye. This is the same way computer screens work 

today. The pixels in the computer screen are just like the dots in a Pointillist painting. 

1. First, lightly sketch the image to be painted. 

2. Then use cotton buds to dot paint onto the paper. 

3. This activity provides a good lesson on colour mixing – children can create green by overlapping 

bule and yellow dots. 

4. Lighten and darken colours by using white or black dots of paint with other colours. Lighter 

tones can also be achieved by applying less paint. Use more paint to create darker tones. 

5. Try to make the dots as close together as possible so you can allow the colours to mix. 

6. Step back from your work to view the overall effect from a distance. 

If you don’t have paints, you could use felt tips or colouring pencils. 

 

Thursday – Computing 

Use the Hour of Code Website to write some code and solve puzzles and build games from Star Wars to 

Mine Craft to Anna and Elsa! Simply pick an activity and watch the tutorials and follow the instructions. 

Have fun! 

https://hourofcode.com/uk/learn  
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Grown-ups, there is a guide for how to use the site here: 

https://hourofcode.com/uk/how-to 

 

Friday – Science 

Today we are going to think about habitats. In particular, water habitats. 

What’s a habitat? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrSWYE37MJs&feature=emb_logo  How many 

habitats (places where animals live) did you see in the video? 

How many different watery habitats can you think of? 

Pond habitat - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/ztf4kqt  

Ocean habitat – https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/zsfkd2p  

Coastal habitat - https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx882hv/articles/zy38wmn  

There are many more e.g. lakes, streams, bogs and wetlands, reservoirs and rivers to name a few. 

Find out about the plants and animals that live in the rivers local to us. Create a leaflet for someone 

visiting the area to inform them about our wonderfully rich river flora (plants) and fauna (animals). 

http://www.yorkshiredalesriverstrust.com/river-life-primary-school-resources/  

(scroll down to the flora and fauna sections) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/River_Wharfe  

https://www.yorkshiredales.org.uk/places/river_wharfe/  

https://www.ywt.org.uk/habitats/rivers  

Extension: Think back to the first video about habitats.  It explained how some of the animals were 

adapted to live in their habitat e.g. the octopus and its ability to camouflage and it’s tentacles for 

propelling through the water, climbing and grabbing prey. How are the animals in our river habitats 

adapted to live there? Write a section about the 2 animal adaptations for the visitors’ interest.  
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